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Childhood cancer hero Greta, featured
above, participated in a clinical trial
funded in part by an ALSF Infrastructure
Grant.

Thanks to your support, Alex's
Lemonade Stand Foundation has
continued to champion lifesaving
childhood leukemia research and
care for the families and children
affected by this disease.

Pushing Forward Pediatric Cancer
Research in Leukemias
Our mission has always been to champion lifesaving childhood cancer research
and find cures for all children with cancer.

Research
Research Spotlight
Spotlight
Dr. Dean Lee of Nationwide Children's Hospital has used his
Reach Grant to repurpose immune cells from the childhood
cancer patient's parental cells to make chimeric antigen
receptor (CAR) T cells that will specifically target the leukemia
cancer cells. Dr. Lee will generate these CAR T cells from the
virus specific cells to be delivered to the patient.
Ultimately, this project will generate the pre-clinical data required by the FDA before giving
these experiemental cells to the patients.

Advances in Acute Myeloid Leukemia
Dr. Chun-Wei Chen of City of Hope National Medical Center
received an ALSF Innovation Grant award in 2019 to study the
functional elements in MLL-rearranged (MLL-r) leukemia essential
genes using a novel genetic screen approach. This approach
involves a saturating CRISPR gene body scan that utilizes the
maximal density of sgRNA to dissect the functional elements in
these genes.
Dr. Chen expects to confirm a novel DOT1L self-regulatory mechanism,
which will improve future clinical trial designs and direct critical clinical
decisions to benefit pediatric patients. He also foresees discovery of therapeutic pockets in MLLr leukemia using this novel technology. Dr. Chen's research is bridging functional genomics,
protein structures, and computational modeling for novel therapeutic pocket discovery.

Advances in Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia
Dr. Alice Bertaina of Stanford University received a Reach Grant
in 2019 to study donor-derived genome-edited CAR T cells for
Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL). To improve patient
outcomes, scientists have developed specially adapted T cells
called "CAR T cells," by taking a patient’s own T cells and
engineering them to kill only leukemia cells. Dr. Bertaina aims to
create a potent treatment for high-risk ALL, eradicating leukemic
cells without increasing the risk for side effects in those patients
in whom the stem cell transplant can fail.

More about ALSF-funded projects in leukemias can be found here:
AlexsLemonade.org/Cancer-Research-Category/Leukemia

Meet A Leukemia Hero
Part of our mission is to support families in the ways they need it most
and empower everyone to help cure childhood cancer.

Meet Greta
Greta is a sweet girl who loves to make others laugh.
She loves animals, especially penguins and elephants.
She's curious, inquisitive and wise beyond her years.
At just 3 ½-months old, Greta was diagnosed with
leukemia. A week of confusing symptoms led Greta's
mother to make an urgent appointment to
see the pediatrician. Greta's hemoglobin test had
abnormally low results. She was rushed to Doernbecher
Children's Hospital, and just a few hours later, she
received a diagnosis.
After several rounds of chemotherapy, Greta had a firstremission bone marrow treatment using the marrow of
her big sister. Greta did not respond well to
the transplant and spent weeks in intensive care with kidney and liver failure. Fortunately, she
made it through and spent six happy months at home – before relapsing.
Around the same time of her relapse, Seattle Children's Hospital opened a
clinical trial, funded in part by an ALSF Infrastructure Grant. Greta
qualified for the immunotherapy (CAR-T) trial. Her family relocated to
Seattle to give Greta a chance at life. The trial worked! At the time of her
family's most recent update, Greta was still in remission.
Alex's Lemonade Stand Foundation means a lot to Greta's family. The
Travel For Care (TFC) program helped them secure lodging when they
relocated for Greta's trial. ALSF also helped fund the research that saved
Greta's life.
Greta’s mother, Maggie says, "We find ourselves thankful literally every
day for the hopes and dreams we are seeing Greta realize! Seeing her try
something new, experience a strong emotion or just watching her
burst through her bedroom door in the morning all really seems like a
dream come true!"

Thank you for supporting leukemia research.
You're giving hope to childhood cancer heroes like Greta!

Travel
For Care
The mission of ALSF’s
Travel For Care Program
is to ensure children
battling childhood
cancer have the
financial assistance
needed to travel to
clinical trials,
experimental therapeutics, or treatment
innovations not
currently available at
their local
institution.

